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Let G be a connected graph with vertex set V and let d(v) denote the degree of a vertex 
v ~ V. For f a mapping from V to the positive integers, an f-factor is a spanning subgraph 
having degree f(v) at vertex v. In this paper we extend the parity results of Thomason [2] on 
Hamiltonian circuits to connected f-factors. (A Hamiltonian circuit is a connected 2-factor.) We 
show that if f(v) and d(v) have opposite parity for all v ~ V then for any given subgraph C 
there is an even number of connected f-factors having C as a cotree. 
Let [1 and fz be any mappings from V to the positive integers that partition d, i.e., 
d(v) =fx(v)+f2(v) for all v ~ V. Let C: and C 2 be any pair of edge disjoint subgraphs. We also 
show in this paper that the number of decompositions of G into a connected fl-factor having 
C 1 as a cotree and a connected/e-factor having Ce as a cotree is even. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a connected graph with vertex set V of cardinality n and let d(v) 
denote the degree of a vertex V e V. In this paper we allow graphs to have 
multiple edges. Let M(G) denote the set of all mappings from the vertex set V to 
the positive integers. For f ~ M(G), an f-factor H is a spanning subgraph aving 
degree f(v) at vertex v. Note that the size of H, equals ½~_,~vf(v). Now suppose 
H is connected. A spanning tree T of H is a spanning tree of G that lies in H. The 
complement in H of T is a cotree of H. It is immediate that the size of a cotree of 
H is given by ~,(f) where 
1 y, f(v)) n / -  + 1. (1.1) 
In the case when 3'( f )=0 we will speak of the null cotree. If 3'(f)= 0 then a 
connected f-factor H is a spanning tree of G. 
A theory of f-factors is developed by Tutte in [4, 5, 6]. Tutte solves the 
problem of finding a usuable necessary and sut~cient condition for a graph to have 
an f-factor. However, the problem of determining the existence of a connected 
f-factor is difficult. For example a Hamiltonian circuit is a connected 2-factor and 
the problem of finding a Hamiltonian circuit in-a graph is NP-complete. (For a 
discussion on NP-complete problems ee [1].) 
In [3], Tutte proves a result of Smith which states that in a cubic graph the 
number of Hamiltonian circuits containing any given edge e is even. (Zero is an 
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even number.) In [2], Thomason strengthens this result by showing that the 
hypothesis that G is cubic can be replaced by the weaker hypothesis that G is an 
odd graph, i.e., a graph such that every vertex has odd degree. Observe that a 
Hamiltonian circuit H is a connected 2-factor and an edge of H determines a 
cotree of H. In this paper, we extend Thomason's result to general connected 
f-factors. Let f~M(G)  with ~/(f)~> 0 and let C be any subgraph of size T(f). We 
show that if f(v) and the degree d(v) of vertex v have opposite parity for all v e V 
then there is an even number of connected f-factors having C as a cotree. This 
result is proved in Section 2. 
In [2], Thomason shows that if G is a 4-valent graph and el and e2 are any two 
edges of G then the number of decompositions of G into a Hamiltonian circuit 
containing edge el and a Hamiltonian circuit containing edge e2 is even. In 
Section 3, we generalize this result to decompositions of a general graph G into a 
connected fl-factor and a connected f2-factor for any mappings f~, f2 ~ M(G)  that 
partition d with 7ff~), 7(/2)/> 0. Let C~ and C2 be any two edge disjoint subgraphs 
of sizes v~x) and V(fz), respectively. We show that the number of decompositions 
of G into a connected fl-factor having C~ as a cotree and a connected f2-factor 
having (22 as a cotree is even. As a corollary of this result, we show that the 
number of decompositions of a connected graph (on at least 3 vertices) into a 
spanning tree containing a given edge and a Hamiltonian circuit is even. As an 
immediate consequence of this we obtain another esult proved by Thomason in 
[2] which states that for any two edges el and e2 of a 4-valent graph the number 
of decompositions into two Hamiltonian circuits such that one of the Hamiltonian 
circuits contains both el and e2 is even. The latter result was employed as a key 
lemma by Thomason in proving that the only uniquely edge k-colorable graphs 
for k I> 4 are the star graphs. 
2. Connected ~-factors 
In this section, we prove the following theorem on connected f-factors. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a connected graph with vertex set V and let f be a mapping 
from V to the positive integers with V(/)~>0, where ~l(f) is given by (1.1). Let C be 
any subgraph of size V([). If the degree d(v) of vertex v and f(v) have opposite 
parity for all v ~ V, then there is an even number of connected f-factors having C as 
a cotree. 
lh~o|.  We prove Theorem 2.1 with the aid of two lemmas. First, we establish 
some notation. For v e V, let ~ denote the mapping from V to the non-negative 
integers given by 
1, u=v,  (2.1) 
 o(u) = o, v. 
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Let f be a mapping from V to the non-negative integers. We extend the definition 
of an f-factor to include subgraphs that are not spanning as follows. If f(v) -- 0 for 
a vertex v then an f-factor H does not contain vertex v; otherwise H has degree 
f(v) at vertex v. Let 3-(,f) denote the set of all f-factor trees, i.e., f-factors that are 
trees. Note that an f-factor tree is necessarily a spanning tree if Y~,~vf(V)= 
2(n - 1). Let c~o (f) denote the set of all connected f-factors that have exactly one 
circuit and this circuit contains vertex v. Let T(f) and C.(f) denote the car- 
dinalities of 3-(f) and c~o(f), respectively. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a connected graph with vertex set V of cardinality n and let f 
be any mapping in M(G) such that Y.~vf(v) = 2(n - 1) and such that f(w) = 1 for 
some vertex w ~ V. Then 
T( f )= ~ (d(v) - f (v)+ 1)T( f -~ ,~-~w) -2  
v ~V-{w} v ~ V-{w } 
g,,). 
(2.2) 
ProoL To prove the Lemma consider an ( f -~ . -~w) - fac tor  tree K. Since 
~.~vf(V) = 2(n - 1) and since f(w) = 1 tree K spans all the vertices but w. Let S~ 
denote the set of all subgraphs H of G obtained from an ( f -~ .  -~w)-factor tree 
by adding an edge at vertex v that doesn't belong to the tree. Clearly H ~ 3-(f) or 
H~C~x(f+~ax-~w) for some vertex x~V-{w}.  Since there are d(v) - f (v )+ l  
edges at vertex v not belonging to an ( f -~ ,  ~w)-factor tree it follows that the 
cardinality of S~ is given by 
I&l=(d(v)-f(v)+ 1)T( f -  - 
and thus 
I&l= (d(v)-f(v)+ 
v ~ V- (w} v ~ V-{w } 
(2.3) 
Suppose He  3-(f). Since f(w) = 1 there is a unique vertex u that is adjacent o 
vertex w in the spanning tree H. Tree H belongs to exactly one of the sets 
S,: v~V-{w},  namely the set S,,. Now suppose H~qg~(f+~,-~aw) here v~ 
V-{w}.  Let ul and u2 be the two vertices incident with vertex v in H that belong 
to the unique circuit in H. Subgraph H belongs to exactly two of the sets 
S.: v ~ V-{w}, namely the sets S,, 1 and S~. It follows that 
I&l = T ( f )+2 ~ C,,(f+~,~-~w). 
v ~ V-{w} v ~ V- iw} 
(2.4) 
Comparing equations (2.3) and (2.4) yields equation (2.2) of Lemma 2.2. [] 
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a connected graph with vertex set V of cardinality n and 
suppose f is any mapping from V to the positive integers uch that Y,~vf(V)= 
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2(n - 1). If f(v) and the degree d(v) o[ vertex v have opposite parity for all v e V 
then the number T(f) of [-[actor trees is even. 
l~roo|. Lemma 2.3 follows immediatel~¢ from Lemma 2.2. [] 
We now prove Theorem 2.1. Let [ be a mapping and C a subgraph which 
satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1. Let g(v) denote the degree of vertex v in 
subgraph C. (If subgraph C does not contain vertex v then g(v)=0.)  It is 
immediate that a subgraph H of G is a connected [-factor having C as a cotree if 
an only if the subgraph H-C  is an ( f -g) - factor  tree in the graph G-C .  By 
Lemma 3.2 the number of ( f -g)- factor trees in the graph G-C is even. 
Therefore the number of connected f-factors in G having C as a cotree is also 
even. [] 
As a corollary of Theorem 2.1, we have the following non-uniqueness result on 
connected [-factors. A graph is 2-connected if the deletion of an edge does not 
disconnect the graph. 
Coroili~y 2.4. Let G be a connected graph with vertex set V and let [ be a mapping 
from V to the positive integers uch that the degree d(v) of vertex v and [(v) have 
opposite parity for all vertices v ~ V. If a connected f-factor H exists then there exist 
at least two connected [-[actors. If H is 2-connected, then there exist at least three 
connected [-factors. 
Proof. Let C be a cotree of H. By Theorem 2.1 the number of connected 
[-factors having C as a cotree is even. Hence there exists at least one other 
connected/:-factor K different from H. Now suppose H is 2-connected. Let e be 
an edge belonging to H but not to K. Since H is 2-connected edge e belongs to 
some cotree C' of H. Again by Theorem 2.1, there exists a connected •-factor L 
different from H having C' as a cotree. Subgraph L is different from K since L 
contains edge e and K doesn't. [] 
The following corollary is due to Thomason [2]. 
Corolim-y 2.5. Let G be an odd graph. Then the number of Hamiltonian circuits 
through any given edge e is even. 
ProoL Observe that a Hamiltonian circuit H is a connected 2-factor and an edge 
of H is a cotree of H. [] 
3. Decomposition into a connected h-factor and a connected fz-factor 
Let [1, [2sM(G)  such that [1 and [2 partition d, i.e., d(v)=fl(v)+f2(v) for all 
v ~ V. For H, K two subgraphs of G, the unordered pair (H, K) is a decomposition 
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of G if the edges of H and the edges of K partition the edges of G. In this 
section, we prove the following theorem on the decomposition of a graph into a 
connected f~-factor and a connected/2-factor. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a connected graph with vertex set V and let d(v) denote the 
degree of a vertex v ~ V. Let f~ and f2 be any mappings from V to the positive 
integers which partition d with ~/(fO, v(f2) >~0- Then for any given pair of edge 
disjoint subgraphs C~ of size "y(f~) and C2 of size "Y(f2) the number of decomposi- 
tions of G into a connected fl-factor having C1 as a cotree and a connected f2-factor 
having C2 as a cotree is even. 
ProoL We prove Theorem 3.1 with the aid of two lemmas. We will use the 
definitions and notation introduced in Section 2. In addition, we will need the 
following notation. For H a subgraph of G let /2/ denote the complement 
subgraph, i.e., the subgraph whose edge set consists of all the edges in G not 
belonging to H. Let f be a mapping from the vertex set V to the non-negative 
integers. Let @ (/) denote the set of all f-factors H such that H and if/are spanning 
trees. Let ~ (f) denote the set of all/-factors H such that H is a tree that spans all 
the vertices but one and/7/is a spanning, connected graph with exactly one circuit 
and this circuit contains vertex v. Let ~( f )  denote the set of all/-factors H such 
that H is a connected graph with exactly one circuit that contains vertex v and t7/ 
is a spanning tree. Let D(f), P~(f) and Q~(f) denote the cardinalities of @(f), 
~ (f) and 9_~ (f), respectively. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a connected graph with vertex set V of cardinality n and let [ 
be any mapping in M(G) such that Y.~vf(v) = 2(n - 1) and such that f(w) = 1 for 
some vertex w ~ V. Then 
Of f )=2 Y'. P,,(f-ff ',,-ff 'w)-2 ~ O,,(f+ff',~-~w). 
v eV-{w} v eV- -~w} 
(3.1) 
Proof. To prove the Lemma suppose K ~ ~ ( f -~  -~w) where v ~ V-{w}, i.e., 
K is a tree that spans all the vertices but w and the complement subgraph K has a 
unique circuit containing vertex v. Let el and e2 be the two edges in this circuit 
that are incident with vertex v. Let R~ denote the set of all subgraphs H of G 
obtained from a subgraph K ~ ~( f -~-  ~w) by adding either edge el or edge e2 
to K, i.e., H~@(f) or H~9~( f+~x-~w)  for some vertex x~V-{w}.  Then 
IRol  = 2e~( f -~-~w)  and thus 
T. IR~I=2 Y. P~(f-~o-~w). (3.2) 
v E V -{w} v e V -{w} 
Suppose Ha@(f) .  S ince/(w)= 1 there is a unique vertex u in the spanning 
tree H that is incident with vertex w in H. Subgraph H is contained in exactly one 
of the sets Ro: v e V -{w},  namely the set R,. Now suppose H~, ( f+~-~w)  
where v e V-{w}. Let ul and u2 be the two vertices adjacent to vertex v in the 
unique circuit in H containing v. Subgraph H belongs to exactly two of the sets 
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R~: v ~ V-{w};  namely the sets R,1 and R~. It follows that 
IR I=D(f)+2 (3.3) 
v~V-(w} v~V-(w} 
Comparing equations (3.2) and (3.3) yields equation (3.1) of Lemma 3.2. [] 
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a graph with vertex set V of cardinality n and let f be any 
mapping from V to the positive integers uch that Y~,~vf(V)= 2(n-1) .  Then the 
number D(f)  of f-factors H such that H and its complement subgraph ff-I are 
spanning trees is even. 
ProoL Lemma 3.3 follows immediately from Lemma 3.2. [] 
We now prove Theorem 3.1. Let fl, f2 be mappings and C1, C2 be subgraphs 
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. First assume that at least one of C1 and 
C2 is non-null. Let gl(v) and g2(v) denote the degree of vertex v in subgraphs C1 
and C2 respectively. (If subgraph Ci does not contain vertex v then gi(v)= 0; 
i= 1, 2.) An unordered pair (H1, Hz) is a decomposition of G into a connected 
/l-factor H~ having C1 as a cotree and a connected [2-factor/-/2 having C2 as a 
cotree if and only if Ht -C~ is an (f~-gx),factor which is a spanning tree and 
whose complement is a spanning tree in the graph G-  C~-(:?2. Hence, Theorem 
3.1 follows from Lemma 3.3. 
Now assume that C~ and (72 are both null, i.e., ~/(f0 = ~/ff9 = 0. If [1 ~ [2 then 
Theorem 3.1 follows immediately from Lemma 3.3. (If fl = f2 Lemma 3.3 does 
not immediately imply Theorem 3.1 since a decomposition (H, K) of G into an 
/l-factor tree H and an/2-factor tree K corresponds to two [z-factor trees whose 
complements are spanning trees, namely H and K.) Suppose f~ =/2- Since a 
connected /l-factor (/2-factor) is a spanning tree (this is the case since 3'(/1)= 
V(f2) = 0) there exists a vertex w such that f t (w)= f2(w)= 1. This implies that 
vertex w has degree 2 in G. Let a and b be the two vertices adjacent o w and let 
ea and eb be the two edges joining w to a and b, respectively. Clearly, if a and b 
are the same vertex, i.e., ea and eb are parallel edges then the number of 
decompositions of G into an f~-factor tree and an/2-factor tree is even. Suppose 
that a and b are not the same vertex and let G be the graph obtained from G by 
deleting vertex and edges e~ and eb. For v a vertex of ¢~ let d, fl, f2 be the 
mappings defined as follows: 
1, 
a(v)= td(v), 
?l(v) =  ffl(v)- 1, 
tfi(v), 
[f2(v)-- 1, 
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Since [1 = [2 it is clear that fl ~ f2. By Lemma 3.3 we have that the number of 
decompositions of G into an fl-factor tree and an f2-factor tree is even. It follows 
that the number of decompositions of G into an fx-factor tree and an f2-factor 
tree is even. [] 
Corollary 3.4. Let G be a graph with vertex set V and let d(v) denote the degree of 
vertex v ~ V. Let [1 and [2 by any two mappings from V to the positive integers that 
partition d with ~l(fl), Y(f9 >~ O. If there exists a decomposition of G into a connected 
fl-factor and a connected f2-factor then this decomposition is not unique. 
Corollary 3.5. Let G be a connected graph with at least three vertices and let e by 
any edge of O. Then the number ~re of decompositions of G into a spanning tree 
containing edge e and a Hamiltonian circuit is even. 
l~root. Let ~- denote the number of decompositions of G into a spanning tree and 
a Hamiltonian circuit and let ~"e denote the number of decompositions of G into a 
spanning tree and a Hamiltonian circuit containing edge e. Clearly, r = re + C. By 
Theorem 3.1 we have that ¢" is even. Hence Te is even if and only if ~ is even. We 
now show that ~" is even. Suppose T is a spanning t ree whose complement is a 
Hamiltonian circuit H. Let w be a vertex such that T has degree one at w. (Since 
T is a tree such a vertex must exist.) Clearly, vertex w has degree 3 in G. Let 
ux, u2, u3 be the three vertices adjacent o w and let el, e2, e3 be the three edges 
joining vertex w to ul, u2, u3, respectively. Assume without loss of generality that 
el belongs to the spanning tree T and e2 and e 3 belong to the Hamiltonian circuit 
H. Let (~ be the graph obtained from G by deleting vertex w and its incident 
edges el, e2, e3 and then joining u2 and u3 with an edge, say ~. Clearly, ~" = T -e l  
is a spanning tree in (~ and if/= H-e2-e3  + e is a Hamiltonian circuit in Cr. By 
Theorem 3.1 the number of decompositions (T, H)o f  (~ into a spanning tree i" 
and a Hamiltonian circuit/7/containing ~ is even. It follows that the number of 
spanning trees T in G containing edge e I whose complement is a Hamiltonian 
circuit is even. Similarly, the number of spanning trees in G containing edge e2 
(edge e3) whose complement is a Hamiltonian circuit is even. It follows that the 
total number • of spanning trees whose complement is a Hamiltonian circuit is 
even. Hence ~'e is even. [] 
Corolllary 3.6. Let G be a connected graph with at least 3 vertices. Then the total 
number • decompositions of G into a spanning tree and a Hamiltonian circuit is 
coen.  
Proof. This can be easily deduced from Corollary 3.5. (We have also shown it to 
be true in the proof of Corollary 3.5.) [] 
CoroUa~ 3. / .  Let G be a connected graph with at least 3 vertices. If there exists a 
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decomposition of G into a spanning tree and a Hamiltonian circuit then there exist 
at least 4 such decompositions. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a spanning tree T whose complement is a Hamilto- 
nian circuit H. Let e be any edge of T. By Corollary 3.5 there exists at least one 
other spanning tree 7"2 containing edge e whose complement is a Hamiltonian 
circuit/-/2. Now choose any edge e2 that belongs to 7"2 but not T. By Corollary 3.5 
there exists at least one other spanning tree T3 containing edge e2 whose 
complement is a Hamfltonian circuit/-/3. Spanning trees Tx and T3 are different 
since T3 contains edge e2 and T~ doesn't. By Corollary 3.6 the total number of 
spanning trees whose complement is a Hamiltonian circuit is even. Hence there 
exists a fourth spanning tree T4 different from Tt, T2, T3 whose complement is a 
Hamiltonian circuit/-/4. [] 
The following corollary is due to Thomason [2]. 
Corolllm'y 3.8. Let G be a 4-valent graph and let el and e2 be any two edges of G. 
Then the number of decompositions of G into two Hamiltonian circuits such that one 
of the Hamiltonian circuits contains both edges el and e2 is even. 
Proof. Corollary 3.8 is obtained by applying Corollary 3.5 to the graph G" 2 
obtained from G by deleting edge e2. [] 
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